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SUMMARY 
 
This paper reviews the technical issues driving the demands on the power and propulsion 
system of the modern global combatant. Technology availability affects the ‘readiness’ of 
power and propulsion solutions to meet ships performance requirements. Mechanical-
geared systems, full-electric and hybrid-electric systems are all potentially available 
solutions to a ships power and propulsion needs but each brings different benefits and 
drawbacks.  The essential characteristics of modern power and propulsion equipments, for 
conventionally propelled full-displacement combatants are described, including: high-
speed diesel engines, aero-derivative gas turbines, geared transmissions, electric drives, 
and propellers.   
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Modern naval surface combatants are demanding increasingly more from their propulsion 
systems. Ship’s installed power levels are growing as platforms get larger, and, for some 
classes of ship, maximum speeds are getting higher.  Mission systems demand higher 
levels of ‘clean’ electrical power, yet the power and propulsion systems are required to 
deliver considerable flexibility of operation - very low loiter-speeds and extremely high 
endurance with high transit speeds, whilst incorporating ever increasingly power-dense 
systems and equipments.  These demands lead combatants to propulsion system 
requirements considerably different from commercial vessels. 
 
2. COMBATANT DESIGN TRENDS 
 
For the purposes of this paper the Global Combatant is considered to be ocean-capable and 
is amongst those ships generically described as corvettes, frigates, destroyers, cruisers and 
aircraft carriers. Frigates are generally larger ships than Corvettes, will be able to continue 
effective military operations in higher sea states and generally will be deployed further 
from home port.  Modern day corvettes displace typically between 1,500 and 3,000 tonnes; 
an increase from the 800 to 1,500t of the seventies and eighties reflecting a greater 
aspiration for ocean-going capability.  Frigates typically have displacements between 3,000 
and 6,000 tonnes: again the trend is to an increase in size from the 2,500-3,500t of twenty 
or thirty years ago, to the 4,500-6,000t of today’s frigates.  Destroyers and Cruisers in 
recent years have tended to be above 6,000t, and have considerable range, a higher-speed 
and a larger crew. 
 
More capable but heavier and more space consuming mission systems (armament and 
radars), increased endurance, higher ship speed and significantly increased accommodation 
standards have all contributed to the growth in size of modern day combatants. 
 
One feature in common with all these ship types is that they all require ocean-capability 
and hence they all require good endurance or autonomy (long range without 
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replenishment).  Endurance is a significant ship design driver and has a considerable 
impact on the propulsion system design.  It also has a significant impact on ship size as 
illustrated in figure 1. 

Figure 1.  Endurance for the 
Global Combatant 

 
Note: Useable fuel is an estimate based 
upon likely machinery fuel consumption 
from today’s high-speed diesels and gas 
turbines and includes an allowance for 
ships hotel and mission systems electrical 
loads.  Ship bunkerage is likely to be 20 – 
30% greater in capacity. 

 
 
 
In order to provide a sustainable and adaptable ship, volume and internal deck area is 
required to carry the complement in 21st century standards of accommodation.  Whilst 
increased automation has assisted in reducing crew size, overall the area given to 
accommodation on a modern combatant has increased by around 30 to 50% compared to 
past ship classes. [1]. 
 
3. POWER AND PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
 
Shaft Power 
 

A ship’s propulsive shaft power will 
depend upon its overall size and speed 
as well as its length/beam/draft ratios 
and overall ship’s lines.  Figure 2 
illustrates, as a guide, the propulsive 
power likely to be required, over a 
range of displacements and speeds.  
This tends to be the first significant 
point in defining the overall 
requirements of the ship’s power and 
propulsion system.  
 

 
Figure 2  Illustrative Range of Maximum Shaft Power 
 
Operating Profile 
A further significant factor in defining the power and propulsion system for a combatant is 
the operational profile – how long does the ship spend at the different speed and power 
levels.  Figure 3 illustrates some generic operating profiles anticipated for the various roles 
naval combatants undertake. It is worth noting at this stage, that although the ASW profile 
has a significant peak in its operating profile, the operational role of the combatant 
demands that it spends time throughout the speed range.  This is quite different from the 
majority of commercial vessels and it is the absence of a single dominant design point that 
challenges the designer of the propulsion system.  
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All-Electrical Propulsion (AEP) systems, of course, do overcome this issue to an extent, 
but as will be discussed later in this paper, there are some significant technological 
challenges to be surmounted before this type of propulsion becomes dominant in naval 
combatants.  Whilst AEP, where it can be fitted, retains considerable flexibility in its 
choice of prime movers, mechanical propulsion systems are normally most influenced by 

the ship’s maximum speed and by the 
speed for maximum endurance, typically 
between 16 to 20 knots, or in the case of 
a dedicated ASW ship by a further lower 
speed region. Whilst the total shaft 
power depends upon the maximum 
speed; the power required for maximum 
endurance speed is usually somewhere 
around 20 - 25% of the maximum shaft 
power. 
 

Figure 3 Typical Operating Profiles for Naval Combatants 
 
The Propulsor  
Conventional combatants operate with maximum speeds below 35 knots and for propulsive 
efficiency reasons this generally leads to adopting a conventional screw propeller.  
Propellers have excellent efficiency throughout the speed range of a conventional 
combatant, and as such are the dominant technology for these ship types.  Combatants will 
normally adopt at least two shaft lines for action damage/redundancy considerations. 
Power, propeller loading, and pressure pulse/cavitation limits, will determine when a twin 
shaftline design will become triple or quadruple.   
 
Shaft rpm as well as being linked to propeller diameter is also a significant contributor to 
the size and weight of the transmission system, whether electric or mechanical gear.  Low 
propeller rpm generally leads to greater propeller efficiency thereby reducing shaft power 
required, but reducing propeller rpm also increases torque transmitted which leads to larger 
diameter shafts, hubs and main gearwheels.  System efficiency, weight, installation 
constraints, pressure pulses/cavitation performance and vibration all have to be considered 
when designing the propulsion system. 
 
Unlike many commercial ships, combatants, due to their relatively high ship speed and 
hence required high shaft power, will have large propellers relative to ship size.  Propellers 
will usually extend below the keel line with shaft rake of up to five degrees. A shallow 
angle shaft rake, essential to retaining good propulsive efficiency, is one of the factors 
forcing main machinery toward amidships, where ships beam is greatest.  Pushing 
machinery further aft, an often quoted benefit of all-electric propulsion will increase shaft 
rake, dropping overall propulsive efficiency, as well as setting a challenge for longitudinal 
centres of gravity and buoyancy, and hence ship trim. 
 
4. ALL-MECHANICAL DRIVE 
 
Today’s high-speed diesels offer continuous ratings of 8MW with sprint ratings of almost 
9MW, giving a genuine choice for the slower smaller combatants between a twin-diesel 
twin shaft system and a more conventional quad-diesel CODAD (COmbined Diesel And 
Diesel) system, for ships whose shaft power requirements are below 16MW.  As we move 
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to higher propulsion power requirements, CODAD systems can now deliver as much as 
32MW, directly pitching them nearer gas turbine propulsion system power levels, although 
many navies remain hesitant over the increased on-board maintenance effort required for 
80-cylinders in the propulsion train.   
 
In addressing the 32 – 45MW propulsion power band a combination of high-speed diesels 
and gas turbines fulfils the combatant’s cruise-boost requirement - the high-speed diesels 
being optimised for the ‘endurance’ speed.  Typically the diesel delivers 3-7MW, gives 
good fuel consumption and acceptable low-speed performance but will incur higher on-
board maintenance, higher noise and vibration levels.  Repair and overhaul times are also 
longer in the event of engine failure or damage than would be the case with a small ‘cruise’ 
gas turbine. Twin gas turbine CODOG (COmbined Diesel Or Gas turbine) arrangements 
have been adopted by a considerable number of navies but recently two system 
configurations have challenged this.  The single gas turbine with a cross-connected 
gearbox can offer significant reductions in initial cost at the expense of some loss in gas 
turbine redundancy, albeit with a gain in diesel redundancy.  The single gas turbine system 
can be implemented as a CODAG (COmbined Diesel And Gas turbine), as with the 
German Navy’s F124 where two large high-speed diesels are coupled to a single medium 
size gas turbine through a twin-speed cross-connected gear arrangement. Alternatively, one 
can adopt a high-power single gas turbine CODOG solution to deliver a high maximum 
speed from a single power unit.  In this system a simple single-speed gearbox can be 
adopted and diesels can be optimised to produce ‘endurance’ speed from the twin diesels 
with a single diesel offering a second lower speed whilst still driving both shafts.  Overall 
CODOG probably offers a simpler and less expensive system, better optimised for the 
extensive amounts of low speed running characteristic of most combatants.. 
 
Until recently, above about 45MW shaft power the only available propulsion option was 
for a quad gas turbine COGAG arrangement where the prime movers are all large and of 
the same size.  No other arrangement could provide the high overall propulsion power.  
Benefits have included the shared hours on all gas turbines, but the significant drawback 
has been either extensive running of two gas turbines at low power or trailing a shaft and 
running only one turbine, but still at less than half-power.  Low fuel consumption and high 
ship’s endurance was not a strong point of this arrangement.  Fuel burn was an  issue, and 
the limited range and frequent replenishments required was the Achilles heel.  However 
higher power gas turbines are now available and offer the possibility to combine the high-
power high ship-speed of the gas turbine system with the good endurance of the high-speed 
diesel. See Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 – Moving from COGAG to CODOG and maintaining ship’s speed whilst 
significantly increasing endurance. 
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Combatant propulsion system transmission has been dominated by mechanical parallel-
shaft combining gearboxes.  Almost without exception these gears combine at least two 
prime-movers, are bespoke and are generally delivered by just a few suppliers.  Low 
weight, compact dimensions and high power/torque transmission are challenging 
parameters for the gear designers. 
 
5. ALL ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
 
All-Electric Propulsion, which might perhaps, within the scope of this paper, be considered 
electrical transmission, offers another method of connecting any prime mover to any shaft, 
via the motor drive system, in order to optimise engine running throughout the ship’s 
operational profile. All electric allows the prime movers to be run at whatever rpm most 
suits them, as they are mechanically-decoupled from the load and its torque-speed 
characteristic.  With the adoption of modern power electronics, astern operation and ship 
manoeuvring is possible without recourse to controllable pitch propellers or reversing 
gearboxes.  The electrical transmission can also be integrated with the ships electrical 
power system, providing hotel and mission systems with power, hence a common and 
reduced set of prime movers can provide power to both propulsion and to ship’s service 
duties simultaneously.  This integrated power system has the potential for reducing vessel 
cost of ownership.  In addition an all-electric ship is also able to offer support for electric 
weapons and this technology may indeed be a necessary prerequisite for the adoption of 
advanced electric mission systems. [2] Reduced vulnerability by virtue of careful 
arrangement of plant, and increased operational flexibility, may be advantages, particularly 
if the propulsion system includes energy storage thus enabling ride-through capability, and 
single-generator operation, as required. 
 
Power and Torque Density 
The main issue with all potential electric propulsion systems in naval combatants is the 
space available for installation.  The additional equipment involved in an electrical 
propulsion system, even allowing for the integration with the ship’s power system, means 
installation in higher-speed combatants (higher power density) is likely to be extremely 
difficult.  The high power of a combatant would initially seem to be the cause of the large 
volume required by the propulsion system. However, the size of rotating electrical 
machines is determined by their maximum torque capability and so for a given power, a 
lower motor/shaft speed produces a larger machine.  Requirements for low noise and 
minimum propulsion losses generally mitigate against the use of gearboxes and as a result 
propulsion motors normally have maximum speeds of less than 200 rpm.  This requirement 
demands very high torque and hence a large motor.  
 
The size of converters arises as a product of their ‘maximum current’ and ‘maximum 
voltage’ capacity (often termed their VA capacity).  Although this relates to their power 
rating it is not the same parameter.  A reduced motor power factor will require a greater 
VA supply and hence lead to a larger (and more inefficient) converter for the same actual 
power. It is these volume issues together that leads one to the conclusion that the T45 and 
DDX installations are probably at the leading edge of what is possible with an all-electric 
combatant, without significantly compromising the ship’s mission systems or other areas. 
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Motor Types  
There are five main types of motor that might be considered - synchronous, induction, 
permanent magnet, high-temperature super-conducting and commutated DC. However DC 
is not a serious option for any all-electric combatant as it is limited in power to around 4 
MW.  Similarly, for highly torque-dense applications synchronous motors will probably be 
found to be too bulky, although they do find applications in the more spatially relaxed 
conditions of auxiliary vessels and amphibious ships.  The Alstom Advanced Induction 
Motor (AIM), as fitted to T45 [3],  shows that high torque densities are possible without 
adopting permanent magnet or other advanced technology. 
 
The US DDX programme [4] is driving development of highly torque dense motors and 
both Permanent Magnet (PM) and High-Temperature Super-Conducting (HTSC) types are 
under development.  Neither motor has reached production status, although full-scale 
(37MW) prototypes are being manufactured and examples of smaller PM motors are 
available commercially for the marine market. All these forms of motor are radial flux 
variants and all share a common important characteristic - their torque capacity relates 
directly to the enclosed active volume (the cylinder formed by the air gap).  This means 
that the aspect ratio is not critical and therefore a designer can choose to have a long thin or 
a short fat motor – for the same torque the weight and volume will be the same.  This gives 
some flexibility in design, but it should be noted that halving the diameter quadruples the 
length of the motor, so careful consideration of bearing span, and capability to withstand 
shock will be needed. 
 
Types of Converter 
PWM (Pulse-Width Modulated) converters are becoming ubiquitous and when of the 
appropriate design they can drive any form of motor, providing any desired output so long 
as enough switching cycles are present to reduce output harmonics. All converters pollute 
their supply side with harmonics and all converters produce non-sinusoidal output 
waveforms in which harmonics are present, and can cause motor heating.  The vital point 
when considering a marine propulsion system is to consider the total system - motor, 
converter, supply side filters, motor side filters, overall efficiency, size of cooling system, 
noise and vibration, impact on other power system users etc. 
 
System Efficiencies 
The efficiency of the propulsion system is clearly the product of the individual components 
transmitting the power from the prime mover to the propulsor.  The principal components 

of an AEP system are the prime 
mover, alternator, converter and 
motorFigure 5 illustrates the 
variation of the converter and motor 
efficiency with motor rpm – which 
in a direct motor drive approximates 
to ship speed.  
 
Despite the present interest in 
adopting electrical transmission 
technology and AEP in particular, 
the power and torque density 
requirements of these types of 
vessels limit its present application 
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unless power density is contained. 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the relative system efficiencies of Mechanical, electrical and hybrid 
power and propulsion systems, albeit in a simplistic manner. It is evident that mechanical 
propulsion is more efficient across the entire ship speed range, and as is predictable, hybrid 

closely follows the All-electric 
plant’s characteristic up to about 
19 knots, and thereafter, follows 
that of the mechanical drive 
system. Even when the 
Operational Profile is considered, 
which normally means that the 
combatant spends most percentage 
time at sea between 10 – 20 knots, 
it is noteworthy that most fuel is 
consumed at high speeds, due to 
the relatively high absolute fuel 
flow due to the higher power 
levels, and here mechanical drive 
system is most advantageous.  
 
 

6 HYBRID ELECTRIC DRIVE 
 
Hybrid drive is the term used to describe a marine propulsion system where both a direct 
drive mechanical system and an electrical transmission system are used together.  
Examples are the Royal Navy’s Type 23 frigate, the French/Italian FREMM [5] and the 
US Navy’s LHD8 [6]. Figure 7 illustrates a configuration for a hybrid system in a 
combatant.  

 
Figure 7 Illustrative Hybrid Electric Configuration for a Global Combatant 
 
A recent paper [7] analysed a propulsion system for a typical 5000t frigate and concluded 
the hybrid system is consistently neither best nor worst in terms of whole-system attributes.  
The evaluation used indicates that the hybrid system is worthy of consideration in its own 
right (as opposed simply to being a stepping stone to full electric propulsion), based on 
present-day technology.  However, careful design is required to avoid the shortcomings of 
both mechanical and AEP propulsion systems being built into a single system - a hybrid 
system carries both sets of overheads – a gearbox from the mechanical system and the 
motor and converter from the electrical systems, albeit that each are smaller than if the 
system were to be 100% either mechanical or electrical.  
 

Figure 6  Typical System Efficiencies 
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The apparently self-evident reason for adopting hybrid drive is that the system offers the 
advantages of IFEP systems up to a certain ship speed, but can avoid the power density 
issues that appear to limit application of today’s all-electric drive.  Low noise can be an 
undoubted advantage of a hybrid propulsion system, as current design DC hybrid-electric 
frigates serves to illustrate, however this demands direct drive (not geared) motors.  In 
general a hybrid system will use the electrical system for a cruise mode and the mechanical 
system for a boost mode.  Hybrid systems can be used in ‘AND’ and in ‘OR’ 
configurations, although the implementation of an ‘AND’ configuration carry further 
overheads in converter size.  
 
The main types of motor that might be considered for hybrid are the same as those for 
AEP.  The motor must be able to provide the following capabilities: 
• For “OR” and “AND” systems - In the cruise regime it must be able to work 

independently against the propeller “cube” law”. 
• For “AND” systems - In the boost regime it must be able to contribute its design full 

power at all speeds up to ship’s maximum speed. 
 
So long as the air gap flux is maintained at the design point all motors are able to provide 
full load torque at speeds less than design.  This allows satisfactory, stable and continuous 
operation at all cruise speeds and provides a satisfactory margin of excess torque for 
manoeuvring. 
 
At boost speeds it is the motor power that sets the limit on the motor’s operation.  Provided 
this is not exceeded, stable operation is achievable because this regime requires a reduced 
torque (mathematically it will be inversely proportional to speed).  In the boost regime it 
transpires that the requirement for reducing flux (reduced volts per rpm) and increasing 
speed (rpm) produces a constant terminal voltage over the boost speed range.  
 
Motor Size 
Volume and space savings can be gained 
by moving from an IFEP full power 
motor to a hybrid part-power motor, but 
the gains diminish as the hybrid 
proportion of the overall power 
requirement grows - see Figure 8. It 
should of course be remembered that 
once a hybrid system is selected then a 
gearbox is inevitable and will pose an 
additional volume constraint. 
 
The interesting point to be taken from 
Figure 8 is that because of the speed, 
torque and power relationships it is not 
possible to gain as much volume reduction from installing a hybrid motor as the reduction 
in power would seem to indicate.  This same effect is exacerbated when considering the 
linear dimensional reduction, where it is necessary to reduce motor power to below 20% in 
order to reduce linear dimension to around 70%.  Given the additional presence of a 
gearbox, this illustrates the potential difficulty of implementing a hybrid propulsion system 
with any significant proportion of propulsion power being delivered electrically, although 
in mitigation, it might be possible to reduce the overall prime mover count. 
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Converter Aspects 
The technologies for power conversion necessary to implement a hybrid drive system are 
identical to those for an AEP system.  However, it is possible to consider the impact on 
converter size from the choice of motor in the same way as has just been performed for 
motor size and power.  The assumption made in this section is that converter size is largely 
determined by the MVA rating.  It is important to note that this does not mean the 
maximum product of any given operating point’s current and voltage conditions.  The 
current and voltage can be delivered at quite different operating conditions.  As will be 
seen, this is particularly important for the “AND” hybrid system where the motor has to 
operate under two differing conditions – delivery of power during electrical cruise and 
during mechanical boost conditions. 
 
During electrical cruise speeds the converter operation is entirely as would be expected, the 
converter delivers the appropriate voltage, frequency and current, at the correct power 
factor, for the motor’s operation and the maximum converter MVA and motor MVA are 
matched. 

During “AND” boost operation, 
depending on the motor type being used, 
this simple equality is no longer true.  
The problem is most pronounced for the 
case of a PM machine (with the power 
density likely to be necessary for a 
combatant) that has no control over its 
excitation.  Because the motor speed is 
increased its terminal voltage is 
increased and, for constant power factor, 
its current falls to provide the same 
maximum power but now at a higher 

speed.  Therefore the maximum current condition for the converter occurs at maximum 
cruise speed and the maximum voltage occurs at ship’s full speed.  It is the product of 
these two maxima that set the size of the converter and there is therefore a penalty in 
converter size (and effective but unused maximum MVA rating) when using a PM 
machine in an “AND” hybrid drive Figure 9 illustrates this volume penalty.  The induction 
motor and synchronous motors do not exhibit this effect in the same way, but are unlikely 
to be sufficiently power dense to be applicable for a combatant. 
 
Ship Service Power 
Installed power however, isn’t simply shaft power.  The ship’s mission systems and hotel 
requirements usually lead to a typical peak power demand of around 2 – 3MW, or can be 
greater if provision for future ‘electric weapons’ are to be included.  For a hybrid electric 
propulsion system it can be expected that shaft powers of 5 – 6MW each (twin shaft 10 – 
12 MW) will provide the new global combatant with a speed around 20 knots.  The total 
installed power generation capability for such a ship, powering both ship services and 
cruise propulsion, will then be around 16 – 18MW, allowing for some redundancy in the 
generation system.  Four Diesel Generators (DG) at about 1.5MW each will then be 
replaced by four DGs at 4.5MW each incurring additional machinery space, uptakes, and 
additional maintenance effort, or by four 4.5MW Gas Turbine Alternators (GTA) 
providing power, low on-board maintenance and frequency stability necessary for the 
modern multi-function radar as well as providing for future electric mission systems.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
Modern Combatants offer a significant challenge for the propulsion system designer.  
Naval ships are growing in size and in capability, mission systems are demanding greater 
beam and aviation, machinery uptakes/downtakes, missile silos are driving ship length. 
Crew sizes are reducing but accommodation space is increasing, endurance is increasing as 
ocean capability is required and ship speeds are getting higher. All these factors are driving 
ship size and installed power up. 
 
Technology is advancing offering more choice to the propulsion system designer in 
meeting the very flexible operating profile adopted by combatants and exacerbated by 
uncertainty in the mission.  All mechanical propulsion is still the default option but all-
electric drive has now been developed and certainly has a niche especially when navies are 
adopting ‘more-electric ships and mission systems’.  The main barrier today to an IFEP 
system is the need for significant hull volume to install all the electrical equipment, notably 
motors and converters. . 
 
Hybrid Drive has both advantages and disadvantages when compared to either All-Electric 
or direct drive mechanical. However despite the size of hybrid drive equipment still being 
significant and with the necessity to retain the main gearbox, hybrid has a significant 
amount of interest from many of the world’s navies.  It scores consistently against all-
electric and all-mechanical; it is neither so bulky nor so expensive as all-electric but it 
offers operational benefits against all mechanical. 
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